
Approaching the game/Observation/Instructions
Games are designed to be played, but many are not designed to be played by beginners – implicitly 
requiring both a dexterity and knowledge of interface/command conventions. Taken together with 
technological prerequisites (computers, tablets, consoles, phones), these qualities can make games 
challenging object for analysis. This gives rise to a practical question, to what extent do you need to 
play a game in order to productively analyze it? 

Numerous scholars have described gameplay as an ongoing loop:
1) the machine renders information,
2) the player interprets that information and acts upon it,
3) the machine reacts to the player... and the cycle continues.

In that second movement, the player judges her surroundings and, based on her prior experience, 
selects one of many finite actions -- taken together, these finite actions create more complicated 
strategies (enacting plans and whims alike). As a researcher, there is great value in directly participating 
with the game in this manner, as it allows you try, fail, succeed,
and experiment -- discovering the options you have in a given situation (e.g. killing the guards; 
sneaking around them; or abandoning the mission, going home, and playing with your
dog).

What are the limits of observation without play? If I (silently) observe a game, it often limits what I can 
discover: I can see what another player did, the strategies they employed and so forth, but this doesn’t 
allow me to explore the other possibilities the game might offer. To the contrary, observation without 
play could leave me with the impression that a situation had a single solution, or that the game must be 
played a certain way. (Of course, if I could sit in a room with the player, ask them to try certain 
approaches, or ask them why they’re doing something, then I’d be able to  extend that experience of 
observation by experimenting, trying, failing, playing the game---albeit through another’s hands.)

Turning the previous question on its head, what are the limits of playing without 
observing?
If play a game casually, I usually settle on a strategy that works; although I arrive at this
strategy through direct experimentation, I do not have with any final or complete understanding of the 
game. In a complex game, there will always be decisions I don’t make and strategies I don’t employ. 
Consequently, I can’t base my analysis of the game solely on my own, subjective, experience of casually 
playing that game, but need to extend that experience by purposefully exploring the game, formulating 
critical questions that guide my play in order to answer specific questions about what the game is like 
and how it is designed to shape the way players engage with it.
Your tasks are:

1) Identify your expectations and assumptions prior to play (no word limit):
2) play the game alone (if possible), learn its mechanics, and immerse yourself in its world (no
word limit):
3) watch a stranger play (online is easiest) and see how she handles it all (no word limit);
4) Bring it all together through a 1000-word research synthesis/ analysis.
Above all, be honest about the research you conducted and proportionate with the claims that you
make.



Read before playing!
Use this online tool to record your experiences with the game you’ve chosen. This is an exercise
in guided, reflective play: it is different from the kind of gaming you might do in your free time and has 
more in common with how you might study a novel or movie for other classes. The online form is 
structured to help you organize and reflect upon your experiences, making it easier for you curate and 
analyze these experiences later.

In the field notes you begin: i) highlighting key commonalities and differences between what you’ve 
noted throughout your play session/s; ii) honing in on certain details about the game (a scene, a 
mechanic, a character) that you want to focus on in your research synthesis; and iii) identifying specific 
concepts and readings from our course syllabus (or outside it) that will help support your analysis 
(where possible). 

Session 1: Before Playing | 15-30 minutes
Each of these question aims to get at a general notion, “what expectations (about this game) am I 
coming in with?” The goal in this reflection is not to test the accuracy of your predictions; rather, the 
goal is to identify and reflect upon the assumptions and biases you, as an observer, are bringing into 
the experience, as catalyzed by the games’ promotional material, introductory screen, any other 
descriptive or suggestive information. 

Answer the Questions
With this in mind, respond to each of the following questions: 

What will I like / dislike about it?
What will I find interesting about it/boring or tedious about it?
What will I need to do in it?
What will I need to learn within it?
What will it be like / similar to (other games I have played)?
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Session Fieldnotes
At the end of your fieldnotes for session one, craft one or two sentences (no more) that, for you, 
summarize your expectations prior to playing, and what these expectations are based on. Include one 
image that catalyzed and/or supported your expectations.
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Session 2: Solo Playthrough | 45 to 60 minutes

Play the game on your own: familiarize yourself with the controls, mechanics and interface; get an 
initial understanding of the game’s narrative and its aesthetic. Your goal is to “get a feel” for what it is 
asking from you, in terms of: inputs, emotion, and attention. 
Note: If you use outside help at any point, make a note of that. The effort here is not to do anything 
“correctly”, but to diligently record whatever you do as you try to get a ‘handle’ on the game. 

a) Descriptive Notes
Just write as you play -- write anything descriptive, records of objectives, hints, fragments of ideas,
anything. You may elect to write as you play (i.e. pausing the game) or right after you have completed a
play session. Try to get at least 60 minutes of play time.

b) Analytic Notes
After playing, consider your experience more holistically -- What problems did it present me with?
What options did it give me (to address those problems)? When and how does the game invoke gender,
class, race, violence in ways that might be problematic? What about learning? Does anything stand out
as a ‘defining’ or ‘unique’ feature of the game?



c) Affective Notes
Playing and analyzing games are subjective activities -- as you played, you were likely: engaged,
irritated, startled, sympathetic, angry, bored, etc. Identify the affective responses you had while playing,
and do your best to account for the in-game circumstances that gave rise to them (i.e. where, when,
intensity, etc.) Don’t worry about being exhaustive, just mention what you think matters.

Session Fieldnotes

At the end of your fieldnotes for session two, craft one or two sentences (no more) that, for you, 
summarize your experiences of learning this new game, and what specific elements/skills/etc., based on 
your experience of solo play, to be the most important in getting a ‘handle’ on the game. Include at least 
one image that demonstrated this/these crucial game elements/skills/characteristics.



Session 3: Video observation | 45 to 60 minutes

Watch an online video of your game, either via live-streaming (Twitch.tv) or conventional video 
(YouTube). Get a sense of how an expert plays that game: see how they understand and react to the 
game and how that differs from YOUR playthrough; see what it is like to watch the game not just as a 
viewer, but as a mass media spectator. Again, organize your account into three kinds of notes. 

a) Descriptive Notes
Document what the player is doing, paying attention to, ignoring, prioritizing, but also what they are
talking about (i.e. what they verbally frame as important during the playthrough). Make notes of what
the player is paying attention to, prioritizing, and/or ignoring and if and how that is different from your
play.
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b) Analytic Notes
Review your descriptive notes and consider the problems the player encountered and the strategies/
solutions that they enacted. Furthermore, consider how the player navigated/commented on issues/
structures of race, gender, class, and violence. What did you notice about the game when you watched,
as opposed to when you played? Hold off on making any big conclusions for now.

c) Affective Notes
What affective responses did you observe the player having while playing? What evidence did you have 
of their affective response/s? What did they choose to focus on? How were they different from 
responses and focus/foci you had? Pay specific attention to instances where you were surprised by 
something the player said or did. And if possible, reflect on how affective responses impacted the 
‘learning’ or ‘engagement’ you think can be recognized and documented from this observed play 
session.



Session Fieldnotes

At the end of your fieldnotes for session three, craft one or two sentences (no more) that, for you, 
summarize your observations of a more skilled player playing this game. Include one image that 
supports your conclusions.
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	Session 1 Fieldnotes: Pruned Stream of Consciousness
Fantasian: I know this is an RPG. The blurb presented in the app store showed an effeminate character running across a metal walkway in a grey setting, so perhaps this is taking place on a spaceship in outer space? I want to assume the character is a female, but I have a feeling that is not so. Thinking back on an article I read ----, female character’s physical attributes are usually overtly clear, so the chances of this character being a woman are slim. I felt some dystopian vibes from the video, so probably this isn’t going to be a light and fluffy game, but the graphics look amazing. I’m slightly worried about playing this game because I usually play games that do not require my full attention, so they can be played mindlessly (I play these games to get points or discounts on my online purchases)—I wanted to try something out of my comfort zone to broaden my horizons, but I didn’t want to play a game that involves a lot of controls. I have been traumatized by the hours I spent as a teenager running in circles around Cerulean City in Pokemon and some Final Fantasy games. This is a mobile phone game, so how do I move without a controller? Keypads would be too clunky on a mobile screen, right? My hand-eye coordination has never been very good, even ten years of playing the piano did little to improve that, so I think an RPG is the best choice for me because RPGs are about the story, right? I’m not sure what kind of challenge I should expect. I’m imagining something amazing because it’s been over 20 years since I’ve played an RPG, so will the game be a super interactive story? I’m having a hard time imagining what will differentiate this RPG from RPGs of yore. 

I think I will like the story because I appreciate the sci-fi/fantasy genre and the name of the game seems to be derived from the word fantasy. I will dislike the controls for moving the character around and trying to angle the view so I can get a better look at something I can partially see. I will also dislike using the maps because I’m not good with directions or maps. I think I will be bored to tears by having to battle all the grunts while I’m exploring an area because those battles are usually simple, just click attack. It’s been over twenty years since I’ve played an RPG, so I’m looking forward to seeing how these have changed or stayed the same. 

When I am playing, I expect I’ll have to complete certain actions to move the story along. To achieve this, I’ll have to talk to different characters, visit different places, look for hidden items and secrets by entering restricted areas and homes uninvited. I expect I will have to repeat the same action numerous times before getting the result that I want. I’ll have to battle any enemy I run across to level up my characters in preparation for the big boss battles. Within the game I will need to learn the story line and my role in it. I will need to learn how to battle enemies, the best way to level up, the strengths and weaknesses of the party members and enemies. Other things I will need to learn are how to use items, what weapons and equipment my characters need. I will need to learn how to use the maps available in the game. I think this should be a fairly linear game, but like most RPGs I have played in the past, there will be lots of flashbacks to pull the player into the story. I remember thinking Final Fantasy VII and VIII had the best plotlines; I have a hard time imagining Fantasian beating them in terms of storyline. Usually, RPGs try to have some universal theme/message to convey to players, maybe the message might be something about teamwork or the environment?

	S2 Analytic Notes: I had problems moving the story forward. Sid was one of the last villagers I spoke to, so the story couldn’t progress to the secret room until then. And then when I was exploring the secret room I missed a secret compartment, but the game pulled me back in by letting me know that there were still more to explore. I did take a break of more than one day during this play session. When I returned I forgot where I had left off, but the story function in the camp memory came in handy. I was able to scroll down to the latest memory so I could refresh my memory and continue on with the story instead of wandering aimlessy in the hopes of accidentally triggering an event or looking through a walkthrough. 

Kina, the female character is presented as naïve and helpful. She defends Owen’s behaviour despite not understanding why he has drastically and negatively changed and she offers to help Leo, who is practically a complete stranger. In real life I believe Kina’s friends would scold her for her being so trusting. It’s not violence, but being able to enter people’s homes or resrtricted areas such as the hotel reception desk area, does not seem to send a good message to players. Sometimes I see students making similar breaches (poking around other students’ and teachers’ spaces (bags, desk)) which makes me wonder if it’s always been like this or if games have normalized this behaviour. 
Learning wise, tutorials pop up as needed, so learning is relevant to the situation and manageable. This way of learning stands out to me. Looking at the games I have played in the past and for this course (which isn’t that many), this is the only game to scaffold learning. 



	S2 Affective Notes: Engaged – The boss battle was engaging because each move counts. If the battle drags on too long, the boss will have the upper handle and it will be game over. There’s not a lot of room for error. The cut scene introducing mechteria, the mechanical infestation spreading across this game’s world. It happened right after a boss battle. I feel the engagement was fairly high because there was so much action happening at that time. My attention was directed from the boss battle to the mysterious warp machine to mechteria. 
Excited – Exploring Bernard’s room in Starry Eyes. A secret room with locked cabinets and a trap door. This room had a lot of secrets. The items found here were different from the other items found so far, a ruby, a pearl and a mask with a mysterious symbol. 
Irritated – There were battles even within the town. These enemies were weak and straightforward to beat. I found myself mindlessly tapping the screen. I started to feel this prickly feeling that I get when I have been in one place for too long for no purpose. 
Irritated – Kina and Leo’s conversation after Leo leaves Owen’s place. This conversation felt forced because the dialogue was stiff and Leo was being overly aloof for no reason. It felt like the game was trying too hard to set up a Leo as cool and mysterious. He ended up coming across as awkward and not charming. Why didn’t anyone in the game development notice this and try to fix it? Why does Kina have to put up with people like Owen and then Leo? 
Bored – The cut scene introducing Kina’s past had a lot of text. I think more images could have been added. Each time text appeared at the top of the screen, a new image should have appeared to accompany and illustrate the key point of that section of text. When my interest faded I began tapping the screen without properly reading the text. 

	Fieldnote Summary 1: The graphics will be stunning and will initially interest me, but my interest will wane due to the repetitiveness of the battles and my frustration with the maneuvering the character. 
	S2 Descriptive Notes: The RPG begins with the character running through the montage I saw when I was downloading the app. The character is knocked unconscious and seems confused. There are two assistant robots floating above the main character, Leo, informing him that he had been in a fight, but Leo seems to be suffering from amnesia. This seems to be a common trope in the RPGs that I’ve played, but I guess it is a convenient way to introduce the character and plot to the player. The robots tell Leo to get a hold of himself and to run before that “thing” arrives. Too late, we are dragged into a battle so the robots guide me through the battle. I learn that there are skills that can be used. A trash can be used to allow me time to rethink my choice, which is good, gives me time to think through things. The initial panic I felt when the battle commenced is subsiding. I like this way of learning as you go rather than going through a lengthy tutorial at the beginning of the game. This is less overwhelming and is less disruptive to the story flow. But while my character is learning the ropes, the attacking drones break down the barrier shield my robot initially provided. 
The larger robot is a playable character during battles, so I choose to have the robot cast a barrier over itself since I don’t want my guide destroyed and I have not learned how to revive characters! At the end of the battle I collect a battery and some gold. We then run to escape before that “thing” arrives. What is this “thing” I wonder just as Leo asks the robots. This is a mystery which will probably soon be revealed, I think I’ll probably meet that “thing” no matter what I do. Meeting is game destiny. I could be wrong, but I’ll find out soon. I now have to move Leo through the factory. Another mini tutorial pops up and I learn that movement is controlled by dropping pins. The pins look like the ones you can drop on online maps. This way of controlling movement makes walking/running easier than I was expecting. I am beginning to have higher expectations of enjoying playtime within this game. While running, I learn that Leo programmed the robots to obey his every “command, demand, order, instruction, directive—“. It’s only been 2 hours and 43 minutes since Leo rebooted them. I wonder if they were enemy robots before reboot? The robots suggest magic particles form the explosion may have affected my nervous system. They instruct me on how to heal myself through the camp menu. I wonder why they added the word camp to the menu? I press the tab and slide open the camp menu, which gives me an immediate view of a 3D map to confirm my location. I can use the map to move through the world too by clicking on pre-set markers on the map and then clicking the move button. I am feeling much better about “physically” navigating this world. The markers are similar to setting a vehicle on auto drive. The camp menu also has party, items, equipment and story tabs. I use auto equip on my character, but he was already equipped with all the equipment available. I look through the items, but there are only a couple things like a locket, which I am sure will not be useful during battle. I will look through the other tabs since the story has only begun, so there is probably not much to do here now. 
I choose to escape to the rooftop using the map marker. Upon reaching the elevator to the rooftop, I discover that it is turned off. I am dragged into my second battle. It seems like my two skills, slash and fight have similar effects. There must be a difference, what could it be? Using the camp menu to read up on skills in the party tab would probably answer that, but that sounds boring. Let’s see if I can figure it out myself. I level up after this battle. HP recovers upon leveling up. Good to know. There are no markers on the map to help me find the power switch, so I run around in circles because my sense of direction in games is no better than it is in real life. I find a chest which has a phoenix feather. This is probably how I revive characters! I’m running around looking for the switch so I can turn the elevator on. I want to escape and move the story forward! I finally find the power switch, but I forgot which direction the elevator was in! The game takes control and there is footage of Leo’s team running towards the elevator, but the path is blocked by an explosion. There’s only one direction to move towards now. I remember that I can use the marker on the map to find the elevator, but it does not matter now because the explosion has destroyed that route. The robots help me use a mechanical arm to get to the elevator. I hop onto a cargo box, the mechanical arm grabs the box and flings it in the direction of the elevator. A little bubble pops up and I press it and hop back onto the walkway. I wonder what would have happened if I hadn’t pressed it? Would I have fallen into the explosion? I find a save point and save. There are ten save slots, so I could use these to try out different story options. To answer my most recent questions would require restarting the game. I am not that curious, so I will not be doing that. 
I am lost—I use the map to move my character. I knew I was near the elevator, but I was not sure which direction I should go towards. Turns out I was heading in the wrong direction. Using the points on the map is pretty handy for someone who gets lost easily, but if I rely on it too much, I’ll miss out on treasure chests and other secret items. I run into that “thing”, which is a secret enemy drone. It seems like a slash is more effective than fight, because there seem to be more chances of getting a critical hit. Other than that, both skills inflict about the same amount of damage. The enemy drone has a fire laser which breaks the barriers cast, so I get the robot to recast them. Eventually Leo comes up with the idea of dropping a tank on the drone. Leo attacks the tank which causes the tank to fall down on the drone. Enough damage has been inflicted for the party to run. They need to hurry because there are mini repair drones swarming around the big enemy drone like maggots. Ewww. I’m sure this is not the last Leo has seen of the drone. 
 After the battle the robots give me a heal stone which they tell me to use, I can only use it at a save point. I then explore the area and find two treasure chests. Plagued by headaches and flashbacks Leo drops to the ground and a device falls out of his pack or pocket. The robots tell him that he called it a warp, but Leo does not remember how to use it. Of course not. At this point the enemy drone from before reappears in front of them, but this time it is missing an arm. I get the robot to cast barriers and I use slash on the robot. I wonder how many times it will take to destroy the drone? Will I have to destroy it or will some story plot device step in? We run away from the broken drone, but we are surround by smaller drones. The robots tell Leo to warp. He looks at it trying to remember how to use it, and he somehow manages to warp, but he leaves his two robot guides behind and he drops something. Since this is an RPG, I am sure Leo will meet the two robot guides again and they will return whatever he dropped. Strangely I am not curious about what was dropped. 
The game cuts to early Ghibli style hand-drawn animation footage. I learn that this world is plagued by Mechteria: a mechanical infestation entering the human world to feast on their lives. The people of this world say it was sent by the Malevolent God.
Leo arrives in the frontier town of En. The warp machine breaks. There’s a cat; it meows, but I can’t pet it. I find a chest, but I don’t have a key to open it. Could this be what I dropped? I’m in the Frontier Town of En. 
I wander through En. I find out it is famous for its cabbages. Really? This town reminds me of the village Luke Skywalker was from. I poke around the town and collect different items. I visit the items shop and buy a new item, antidote. There must be some poisonous enemies nearby. Next, I visit the weapons shop and buy a new sword and vest because they will up the attack and defense levels of Leo. I talk to the villagers until I meet Sid. He know who Leo is! Leo loves his omelettes! Leo does not remember Sid or his omelettes. Sid takes him to his bar, Starry Eyes, and leads him to a secret room that had belonged to Bernard, Leo’s father. There is a cabinet with a passcode. I try four different passcodes before I manage to open the cabinet. The wrong passcode triggers the opening of a trap door. Leo falls in and dispenses with the grunts in four attacks. The cabinet has a mysterious mask with an equally mysterious symbol. Leo takes it with him and tries to exit the room. A text box appears and Leo thinks there is still somethings he needs to look at it. I look around and find a rope that I had missed earlier. Leo pulls it and another secret compartment is found. There’s a ruby! The camp menu says I can equip Leo with this to raise his attack levels. I do this, and the game takes over with Leo summarizing what he has discovered so far. I then leave the room to talk to Sid. Leo has flashbacks of a woman; he asks Sid about it who tells him to visit the fortune teller living in the northern part of the town. On my way to the fortune teller’s I enter homes uninvited and “borrow” different items I find. I also battle different grunts. I flip back and forth between on who I should attack first. The weakest enemies, the ones that will fall after one attack, or the strongest ones, the ones that can cause a lot of damage? During the third battle I notice that the bottom-right corner has a line of icons that show me the next 10 or so turns, so I can attack the enemy who will attack sooner first. I get lost and run out of MP. Now I know that slash uses up MP, so that’s the difference between slash and fight. It also explains why slash is more likely to have a critical hit.  
I reach the fortune teller’s. The fortune teller is Owen, and his assistant Kina is the woman from Leo’s flashback. Ends up that Leo and Kina do not really know each other. They met when Kina rescued Leo after he was poisoned by some flowers, so he was out of it and she was busy when they met. The fortune teller tells Leo that a hefty fee must be paid before Leo’s fortune can be told. Leo leaves and I save at the save point outside the fortune teller’s. Kina follows him. Apparently, Owen used to not require his customers to pay exorbitant fees. She does not know why he has changed. She offers to help him find a magical money tree. Now Leo’s party has two people. On the way to the village they are dragged into a random battle. Kina is one level lower than Leo, so her defense and offense are weaker than his. My sense of direction is no better than it was before Kina joined. Going back to Starry Eyes, I find some treasure I had missed the first time around (probably because I had gotten lost) and my party gets dragged into more battles. By the time I reach the town’s inn, I’m ready to have my HP and MP renewed. I go into the inn and pay 50 gold—it feels like a good deal, before talking to Sid.    
When I hit the one-hour mark of playtime, I feel ready to put my phone down because I am finding the battles annoying and the payoff in EXP points do not seem worth it right now. I haven’t learnt any interesting skills and the difficulty level of the enemies do not require anything beyond a regular physical attack. The story hasn’t hooked me yet and I’m not expecting it to improve, but I am interested in seeing more of this world. The dioramas are beautiful. 

	S3 Descriptive Notes: As the opening cut screen plays, Avenyet’s Tech Workshop explains that this will probably be the last Sakaguchi collaboration with Mistwalker because he’s nearing retirement. It was created after replaying FFVI. This explains why I felt this game was similar to Final Fantasy during my solo play session. It’s an RPG diorama. Pretty cool.  
He explains that he’s using a Switch controller, which pairs well with a Mac and Japanese RPGs. A battle commences and he plays around with Leo’s attack trajectory. He accidently casts a barrier over the wrong character but still emerges victorious with his HP fully intact at the end of the battle. He notices that the camera pan causes some images to double up. He goes back and forth to examine this. Another battle starts, and he quickly wins. Afterwards he notes that there are some frame dips because he’s playing on a MacMini at 1080p. As he’s moving through the factory, he hopes there won’t be too many random battles. Notes that losing memory is a classic trope in these type of games to properly introduce characters. Notes that the diorama can be a bit jarring especially in high resolution because the real diorama is interacting with the graphics. He opens the map and notices how handy it is because it marks treasure and key locations. Another battle starts and rapid-fire attacks destroys the enemies. He opens a chest and gets a phoenix feather. A battle starts and he says they don’t feel too annoying since it’s easy to beat the enemies. Levels up and observes that HP and MP recover when this happens. He then goes into settings and turns on Memory Text Effects for flashbacks. He finds the mechanical arm which will fling him towards the elevator, and says it’s a bit of nonsense, but there’s always room for some. Finds a save point and saves. A cut scene starts and he says the rendered cut scenes are well done. The enemy drone, the factory boss battle begins after the cut scene. He uses analyze to examine the drone and notes that there is nothing to steal. He says that the boss battle music is growing on him though initially he felt it lacked the usual gravitas he associates with such battles. Notes that barrier is necessary for this battle. Protects both characters with barriers. Notes just needs to slash the enemy, nothing much else to do. The enemy will take a while to defeat, but he’s not worried about dying. The enemy drone collapses. As the repair drones fix it, Avenyet muses that he will run out of MP when the enemy drone returns. When he reaches the rooftop he says, “Yeah, sure” when he is told to use a heal stone. He notes that in some areas it is clear that the set is made from a diorama. He thinks this diorama is made from plastic.
After opening two treasure chests, the drone returns and Avenyet says, “Yes, yes, yes! The boss has returned.” He taunts the boss, saying, “Yeah, com’on you big lug. Attack me!” He thinks the boss has 5000HP, double checks with analyze and realizes it’s 3000HP, which “isn’t too bad” according to him. He faces an attack and says he should have used a barrier, then says, “actually he’s not that strong.” It looks like the enemy drone is preparing to blast his fire laser, but Avenyet says, he’s probably just teasing me. Anyway, he double casts a barrier and uses a potion. At the end of the battle he says it’s baby’s first boss fight. A cut scene follows the battle. Avenyet comments on the text features of the cut scene. Different letters are emphasized by font size and/or font. He wishes more games would do this since games usually spend a lot of time on the design process. He admires the cut scene again, saying that it has a Terra Battle-esque feel to it. Leo warps to frontier town En.    
Upon arriving, Avenyet notes that the diorama could be rescanned because the first setting is clearly a close crop of the diorama, making it too blurry. As he explores the town, he notes how blurry it is. Avenyet doesn’t appear to like this diorama. He meets Sid and follows him to Starry Eyes. He notices the set up of the tavern and frequent mention of omlette rice, stating, “If you didn’t know this was a Japanese RPG, now you know.” He follows Sid to the hidden room behind the cellar wall, marvelling at the dust coating the bottles of wine in the cellar. Explores the room and identifies some of the real-world props used to create this diorama, such as a drinking straw and chain. He finds the hidden items and then equips character with gems. 
Talks to Sid upon exiting the room and the next clue takes him to Old En in the north. Along the way he notices the game gives a lot of potions which means they’re probably needed. A lot of locked chests which can’t be opened. Notices a chest that is inaccessible, probably meant for future use, should remember its location. Has some trouble with the controller, notes that a wire controller is much better, but not an option available with Apple. Guesses that he needs to reach level 4 to easily defeat enemies in town. It appears his goal is to end battles in one or two attacks. Throws a fire fragment, one of the magical items found to up his attack. When he reaches the old part of En, he saves then enters the fortune teller’s shop. A cut scene plays, depicting the childhood of the young lady under the fortune teller’s care. Comments that the cut scene uses text effectively by emphasizing with different colours and sizes, a bit of music adds an extra dimension to it. Upon meeting Kina, he comments that magic users are usually the female players and that amnesia seems to be a trope that needs to be part of the story. He wonders why the fortune teller just told him about the fee from the beginning. Avenyet has trouble exiting the room. He believes that this game won’t age well but he doesn’t go into more detail. He believes that this game will fade away from public memory if it stays on Apple. At the time Apple was allowing people to play the game for free during the first month. Kina follows Leo outside. There is a conversation that Avenyet finds a bit stilted. He also notices Leo’s lack of manners. They get drawn into a battle. Uses scan to check out these new enemies. Notices the enemies are attacking in a new formation. A tutorial pops up and informs them how to optimize Kina’s attack by curving it. He notices she has a staff, so she won’t be completely useless, but she is in trouble. Is pleasantly surprised that she has an actual decent physical attack. Assumes battles won’t be too intense, a relaxing game because it was designed first for a mobile phone. 

	S3 Analytic Notes: While Avenyet takes the time to use skills like ‘scan’ to learn enemy weaknesses, he does prioritize attacking over defense. There were a couple times during the boss battle where he felt he should have upped his defense earlier, which he was able to fix by using a potion and casting a barrier. If something did not work the way he thought it should, he would redo the action until he got the right response from the game. They say futility is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting a different result, but it seems to work that way in video games. He mentioned tropes of video games, such as the weak female magical user and expresses surprise that Kina goes against that trope. When he was looking through Kina's room for items, he finds nothing and states that it's better this way because it's not right to steal from a poor girl. He notices Leo’s lack of social skills and the awkwardness of his conversation with Kina. Watching the game I had more of a chance to contemplate on character interactions. When I’m playing I tend to skim through text and dialogue. Sometimes a conversation ends and I realize that I wasn’t paying attention at all. I was able to notice more similarities between this game with other games I’ve had experience with during the watching session. These are things I didn’t stop to think about during the play session because I have my phone set to lock screen after a few seconds of inaction. 
	S3 Affective Notes: Avenyet’s comments seem to be coming from a relaxed point of view. He seems to be present throughout the game. His voice rarely ever changes tone or tempo. He talks through every step, taking his time to go through different attack options during battles and uses them, not mindlessly pressing a button on his controller. When he makes a mistake, he states what he should have done. He moves past it, moving on with his commentary to whatever is happening next instead of mulling over his mistake. When you watch him, you can see that he is taking his own advice by following through with whatever it is he said he should have done. Although his tone does not vary that much, I can tell from his words that he genuinely enjoys the whole experience: commenting on the enemy design and attacks, marvelling at the details, bringing up relevant trivia and pointing out different aspects of the game he is impressed by. 

I was surprised that a good deal of his comments focused on the aesthetics of the game. He discussed the diorama, marvelling at the detail and also laughing at absurd parts, such as the drinking straw adorning the wall of Leo’s secret room. I think his affective responses show how confident he is, which is why he was willing to take risks, experiment with different skills. Rather than worry about defeating an enemy boss like me, he focused on improving his odds and the ideas that created the boss battle. The mindset behind my actions is to move the story forward, while his is to enjoy the story. By focusing on the journey rather than the end result, his learning and engagement seemed to be much higher than mine because he takes the time to play the game. His learning is drawn from experiences from other games which he uses to make predictions that affect the flow of his game. Rather than reacting to the moment like me, he is reflecting on his history and experiences with RPGs and acting so he can continue to enjoy the journey. This approach gives him more time to smell the flowers of the game.
	Image 2: 
	Image 1: 
	Image 3: 
	Fieldnote Summary 2: My own curiousity and desire to explore the game world along with the mini tutorials that pop up at the relevant moments during the game have been most important to me getting a handle on the game, so much that I haven’t had to rely on any outside sources like a walkthrough. 
	Fieldnote Summary 3: A more skilled player is able to see more than just a video game and story to complete, they can appreciate the details and attention put into the game. In their eyes the game is elevated to an art form. 
	Case Study: Case Study: Is it enough to enjoy video games or do we need to demand more from them? 

Fantasian is an RPG from the minds of Hironobu Sakaguchi and Mistwalker. The intricacy of the diorama sets make it a fantasy world one can immerse themselves in. Livestreamers like Avenyet (2021) declared it a relaxing game. After having five hours of game play under my belt, I can say that exploring the lush and lovely South Forest with Nobuo Uematsu’s musical score in the background, literally felt like a walk in a park. With all this beauty available in the grasp of one’s hands, do we need more? Is it enough to simply find a video game enjoyable or do we need to demand more from video games and the people who create them?  

Missing from Fantasian are the multicultural interactions and relationships increasingly found in metropolitan cities. The lead character is Leo, a fair-skinned man with delicate features and snowy hair. His party members so far into the game is the woman Kina. She is also fair skinned. So far, the human characters’ skin tone range from fair to tanned, with the exception of the ship captain; his hair is grey. While a lack of diversity makes negative racial stereotypes easier to avoid, Peckham (2020) states that lack of representation of minority groups are both “invalidating and demeaning”. Avenyet’s (2021) commentary did not mention this lack of representation, but that is not to say he is an uncaring individual as racial biases are often unintentionally woven into the structure of game by its creators (Peckham, 2020). Based on Avenyet’s references to release dates in the UK and his accent, I assume he is from the UK, but I do not know if he is from a multicultural city like London or a smaller, less diverse town. Our experiences shape how we view the world, so in video games there are possibilities to experience diversity. That being said, Fantasian is a Japanese RPG, so lack of diversity could be due to the monocultural society Japan is known for, but the fair skin represents an old Asian beauty standard that has carried on to today. In the past tanned skinned was associated with the lower classes—only the rich could avoid working outdoors and becoming tanned. Having worked in different Asian countries, including Japan, for the last decade, I can recall many instances of girls with darker skin tones holding their hands up to mine while moaning about their colouring. Although Fantasian is a Japanese RPG, it still lacks the diversity present within Japanese society. On an international level, video game companies like Ubisoft design games for an international audience and have the ability to draw talents from across the globe, but according to Tanya DePass, companies often treat diversity as a token gesture to be made a mere month before launch, when diversity should be considered from the beginning by including diversity consultants (Peckham, 2020). 

Even non-video game players should care about the world of video games because they are like a pool of water growing and changing according to the droplets the cloud we call society creates. Gach (2020) reports that despite Ubisoft employees’ feelings about co-founder Maxime Béland’s inappropriate attention and behaviour towards female employees, the workplace culture caused the situation to remain unchanged. One could argue that this is just one workplace, but if this is not the norm, how is it possible for Ubisoft’s HR to normalize a workplace culture which belittles women’s contributions, accepts sexism and harassment, and come to the rescue of the worst culprits? And how is it that it is only coming to light now despite Béland’s 20-year tenure at the company? Just as frogs are nature’s pollution gauge, video games can be a measure on gender discrimination within society. 

This treatment of women can be connected to the female player tropes presented in Fantasian. When Kina, the first female party member joins her first battle, Avenyet (2021) notes that female players are usually magic users and “Of course she’s going to be useless because she has a staff [the weapon of choice among magic users]” and will only cause only 5 HP damage, but then he notes that she has a proper physical attack that causes significant damage. Avenyet’s initial assumption of Kina’s ability runs parallel to the assumptions made by people that female players such as Geguri are inferior to male players (Choi et al., 2020). Avenyet’s shift in judgement could become more common place as the number of female players and game designers increase. But his initial reaction reveals that the world is still far from achieving anything like equality or equity for women. In Geguri’s case, she was accused of using software enhancements because of her gender, and when it was proven that she was not using any software enhancements, gamers started to doubt her gender, pointing out her lack of traditional feminine choices regarding makeup and hair. Her appearance gave her doubters a rallying point—it is not possible for a female to be so skilled at gaming (Choi et al., 2020). Looking at the character design for Kina, she is slender with large eyes and pretty hair. She is dressed in a short skirt reveals a bit of cleavage. She is unquestionably female, yet the male protagonist Leo has effeminate features and androgenous clothes and no one doubts his masculinity or abilities. 

Because Fantasian has “useful” playable characters of both genders, I would like to grasp onto this point and conclude the world of video games is changing, but Fantasian is just one game, and within that game there is a lack of diversity among the main and background characters. Reflecting on Avenyet’s (2021) commentary; I recall how he would often make one comment only to contradict his comment about Kina, such as, “Of course she’s going to be useless…no she has an actual basic attack” and “she’s a weird woman. . .or according to the world of the game she is” which reminds me of my own flip after assuming Leo was a woman, only to quickly conclude it unlikely since the main character of games are generally male. Game design may be on the cusp of change, but it still has a way to go before this change can be considered real and impactful. For this change to happen, a permanent shift needs to take place in the real world—behind the art and splendor of video games like Fantasian, is a mirror that reflects the larger cultural norms of our times. 
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